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Introduction 
In Hayashi and the author’s paper [4], they studied multilinear objects arising 
from Yang-Baxter operators (for the definition, see Section l), especially the 
Jimbo’s solution of type A;!,. In that paper, some linear-algebraic objects such 
as matric bialgebras, symmetric and exterior algebras, and Koszul complexes were 
constructed from Yang-Baxter operators only. 
The (most classical) Koszul complex K. is the minimal free resolution of R over 
the polynomial ring R[x, , . . , xn] over a commutative ring R. Among many good 
properties of K,, the bialgebra complex structure and the equivariance with 
respect to the action of the general linear group GL,(R) are remarkable. Our 
Koszul complex S(id,) is also acyclic, and possesses equivariance with respect to 
the quantum general linear group in the case of Jimbo’s A;!,-solution. 
In [ll], Priddy defined some generalization of Koszul complexes for the class of 
Koszul algebras. In [7] and [8], Manin studied quantum groups using the category 
of quadratic algebras (or homogeneous pre-Koszul algebras). He pointed out the 
relation of the Yang-Baxter operators and the generalized Koszul complexes 
defined by Priddy. 
In this paper, we study the (co-) algebra structure and the acyclicity of Koszul 
complexes defined by Yang-Baxter operators. To call them bialgebras, we need a 
slight modification of the definition of bialgebras as in [4] (see Section 1). The 
treatment in Sections 2 and 3 is a generalization of the multilinear construction 
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developed in [l]. It should be noted that all structure maps of S(id,) are maps of 
representations of the quantum general linear group, in the case of A$l,- 
solution. 
Our Koszul complexes do not coincide with Priddy’s in general. For a Yang- 
Baxter pair (V, p,) (for the definition, see Section l), our Koszul complex is 
S(V, P)@ A (V, P), and Priddy’s is S(V, p) @ ( A (V*, p *))*, where (-)* is a 
graded dual. 
In Section 4, we discuss some sufficient condition for the acyclicity of the 
Koszul complexes (Theorem 4.1). If the assumption of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, 
then our definition of Koszul complexes coincides with Priddy’s (see Remark 4.9). 
This criterion covers some classes of Yang-Baxter operators whose symmetric 
algebras are interesting algebras with straightening laws (ASL) such as Stanley- 
Reisner algebras. There are many examples of ASL’s. Homogeneous coordinate 
rings of grassmanians and their flag varieties, coordinate rings of determinantal 
varieties, and so on. Our definition of ASL contains the noncommutative case, 
since our argument does not require the commutativity. It would be reasonable to 
expect interesting examples of (noncommutative) ASL’s in noncommutative 
geometry, such as quantum groups and quantum homogeneous spaces. 
It should be noted that the combinatorial examples of Yang-Baxter operators 
in Section 4 are far from isomorphisms in general, so some of the general 
treatment developed in [4] cannot be applied (for example, we cannot take the 
dual) appropriately. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this article, R is a commutative ring with unit. Tensor products C3.R 
over R will be denoted simply by 8. Let V be an R-module, and & E End, I’@*. 
We say that pV is a Yang-Baxter operator over V (or (V, p,) is a YB-pair) when 
the Yang-Baxter equation pIp2p1 = p2p,& is satisfied in End, VB3, where 
&=P63idvandp2=id,@/3. 
Let (V, /3) be a YB-pair. For a positive integer k and 15 i 5 k - 1, we define 
pi : v @k+ VBk to be idFLpl @I p @id;-‘-‘. We define the braid semigroup B, to 
be the quotient of the free monoid (b,, . . . , b,_,) with the relation bibi = b,b, 
(Ii-j1’2) and b,b,+lb,= bi+lbibl+l. It is clear that B, acts on VBk with the 
action b; H pi E End, V@‘. There is a unique map +k from the kth symmetric 
group rk to B, such that $k(~i) = bi (1~ i 2 k - l), and C#J,(CT) = $,(V)+,(T) for 
V, T E r’ with I(a) + /(T) = ~((TT), where si is the transposition (i i + 1) and 
I(-y) = #{(i, j) 1 i<j, y(i)> r(j)} for y E r, (see [9]). For each aET,, the 
image of 4,(c) in End, VBk is denoted by P(U). The symmetric algebra (resp. 
exterior algebra) of (V, p) is defined to be the quotient algebra 
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7’V/(Im(id,@, - p)) (resp. 7V/(Ker(id,,, - p))), and denoted by SV= S(V, p) 
(resp. A V= A (V, p)), h w ere 7’V= eizO V@’ is the tensor algebra of V over R, 
and (-) denotes the two-sided ideal generated by -. The algebras S(V, /?) and 
A (V, p) are graded algebras in a natural way. The degree-i component of 
S(V, P) (resp. A (V, P )) is denoted by Si(V) = S,(V, p) (resp. Ai = 
A; (V> P)). 
Definition 1.1. Let A be an R-algebra with multiplication m : A @ A + A and unit 
R+ A. We say that (A, (PA) is a Y&algebra when (A, (PA) is a YB-pair, and the 
following diagram is commutative: 
(1.1) 
where by x, we mean the element 
i 
1 . . . i i+l .*. i+j 
j+l . . . j+i 1 ..* j 
1 
in c+j, and (PAN E Hom,(A C3 R, R@ A) is defined by pAR(u C3 6) = 18 ab and 
-' %A =(PAR. Moreover, if A is a graded R-algebra and (PA is homogeneous, then 
we say that (A, cp) is a graded Yang-Baxter algebra, where the grading of A 63 A 
is the total grading. 
Dually, (graded) YB-coalgebrus are defined similarly. 
Lemma 1:2. Let (V, /I) b e a YB-pair. Then there exists a unique Yang-Baxter 
operator /3 over TV such that: 
(1) (TV, p) is a graded YB-algebra. 
(2) The restriction of p” on V 63 V= V@’ 63 V@l agrees with /3. 
Proof. Define /? on V@” @ V@j C 77’63 7’V as the map 
for i, jzl. We also define p”(l@a)=a@l and &a@l)=l@u for aE7V. 
Then p” satisfies conditions (1) and (2) (see [4, §4]). We shall check the 
uniqueness of b on V@’ El VW’. If ij = 0, then it is obvious from the commutativity 
of the lower rectangles in (1.1). We may assume that ij > 1, and use the induction 
on i + j. Since the maps m : V@‘i-l) 63 V+ V@ and so on are isomorphisms, the 
uniqueness follows from the commutativity of the upper rectangles in (1.1). 0 
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The YB-algebra (TV, p) will be denoted by T(V, /3). Multiplication maps 
(resp. unit maps) of R-algebras will be simply denoted by m (resp. U) if there is no 
danger of confusion. Comultiplications (resp. counits) of R-coalgebras will be 
denoted by A (resp. E). Moreover, iterated (co-) multiplications will be sometimes 
denoted by single m or A. If A = Bi Ai is a graded (co-) algebra, then we will 
sometimes omit inclusion maps like Ai C3 Aj + A 63 A followed by m and Ai 9 A 
followed by A. Similarly, we will sometimes omit projection maps like 
A@A+Ai@A,precededbyAandA + A i preceded by m. We shall sometimes 
use these two conventions simultaneously. For example, A : Ai+i+k+ 
A I 63 Aj C3 A k is an abbreviation for 
Ai+j+k inclusion, A$A ~ r? IRA, A ~ A ~ A projection, 
AiC3’A,@Ak. 
Lemma 1.3. Let A and B be R-algebras, and qeA E Hom,(B@ A, AC3 B). 
Assume that the diagrams 
are commutative, where ‘peAA is the composite map 
and pBsa is the composite map 
id@vBa 
B@B@A- B@A@B=A@B@B. 
Then the tensor product A C3 B is an R-algebra with the multiplication 
and the unit map 
R:R@R%A@B. 
Proof. Similar to the special case (the case i = 2) of [4, Proposition 4.41 and 
straightforward, so we omit it. q 
Dually, a similar lemma holds for coalgebras. If qrra(b @J a) = a @I b, then the 
tensor product A @ B given by the lemma is the usual one. Let A = 
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(A, (PA, m, u, A, E) be a YB-algebra and YB-coalgebra. We say that A is a 
YB-bialgebra when A and E are homomorphism of R-algebras (or equivalently, 
when m and u are homomorphisms of coalgebras), where the algebra structure of 
A 8 A is given by the lemma using pAA = (pA. For a YB-pair (V, p), the maps of 
R-modules V+ TV 0 7V (u H u @ 1 + 1 @ u) and V-+ R (u * 0) uniquely extend 
to algebra maps A : TV+= TV 8 TV and E : 7’V+ R, respectively. It is easy to see 
that T(V, p) . 1s a YB-bialgebra with these structure maps. Moreover, quick 
calculation will show that the ideal (Ker(id,,, - p)) is a coideal in T(V, -p). 
Hence, A (V, p) is a quotient YB-bialgebra of T(V, -p) with the Yang-Baxter 
operator induced by (rp) (see [4, §4]). 
Let P be a finite poset (= partially ordered set), and A be an R-algebra 
containing P as a subset. 
Definition 1.4. We say that A is an algebra with straightening laws (ASL) on P 
over R when the following conditions are satisfied: 
(ASLl) 
(ASL2) 
The set of standard monomials 
S(P) Zf {x1 * * .X,Ir>O,XiEP(lIiIr),xl%...Ix,} (1.2) 
is a free basis of A (of course, we require that distinct ‘formal’ 
monomials are distinct in S(P)). 
If x and y are elements of P and x$y, then for each standard 
monomial M = x1 . . * x, E S(P) appearing in the unique expression 
xy= c cx,y.M (c~ER) (1.3) 
MES(P) 
guaranteed by (ASLI) with nonzero c”My , we have x1 <x and x1 I y. 
Relation (1.3) is called a straightening reZation of A. If A is graded and each 
element in P is homogeneous of degree one, then we say that A is a homogeneous 
ASL. 
For given homogeneous straightening relations (1.3) (i.e., each M is of the 
form M = x,x2) satisfying (ASL2), the quotient algebra A = R(P) /I is an ASL 
on P if and only if the reduction system 
2 = ((XYY c CM) I XZY} 
M 
is reduction unique, where Z is the two-sided ideal defined by ,X (for the notation 
and terminology on reduction system such as reduction finiteness, ambiguities, 
etc., we refer the reader to [2]), and R(P) is the free algebra over R with a free 
generating set P. This can be proved as follows. If we define an ordering on the 
multichains in R(P) by first comparing the degree, and then comparing each 
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variable from left to right lexicographically, then this ordering is clearly a 
semigroup ordering, compatible with 2, and satisfies the descending chain condi- 
tion. Hence, we can apply [2, Theorem 1.21. 
Reduction finiteness can be proved similarly to [3, Proposition 1.11. 
2. Koszul complexes defined by Yang-Baxter operators 
Let (V, &) and (IV, &,) be YB-pairs, and pwV E Hom,(W @ V, V @ W) such 
that 
( PV @ id,) o (id, @ P,,) o ( PwV @ id,) 
= (id, @ PwV) o ( PwV @ id,) o (id, @ P,) J 
( Pwv @ id,) o (id, @ P,,> o ( Pw @ id,) 
= (id, @ Pw) o ( Pwv @id,) o (id, @ &,I . 
A similar construction to that in the proof of Lemma 1.2 will show that there 
exists a unique map & E Hom,(TW@ TV, 7’V @J TW) such that (PB~ = p&& 
satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1.3 for A = TV and B = TW and the restriction 
of &V to W 63 V agrees with pwV. So we define the algebra structure of TV 8 TW 
as in Lemma 1.3. 
Let L be the two-sided ideal of TV @ TW generated by Im(id,,, - &) + 
Ker(id,@, - P,). By the conditions displayed above, the quotient algebra 
7’V@ TWIJ is isomorphic to SV@ A W as an R-module, and its multiplication 
and unit is given by 
respectively, where ‘pAs is the map induced by &. 
Definition 2.1. Let f E Horn,,, W, V) be a map such that 
W@WB lBf W@VLV@V 
J 64 JPW” L 6, (2.1) 
W@WA v@w~vc3w 
is a commutative diagram. We define Sf “zf SV C3 A W, and call it the symmetric 
algebra of f. 
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Note that the algebra structure of Sf is independent of f, and that it depends 
only on (K P,), (IV P,) and PwV. With the total grading, Sf = SV @ A W is a 
graded R-algebra. We denote the degree-i component of A” by Sjf for i 2 0. We 
define the boundary of Sf, and make Sf a complex of R-modules. We define 
asf:Sf=SVc3,w~SVc3/\Wc3~w 
id@pro]ection@id 
Lw@WW/jW 
id@f @id 
-SV@V@AwWsvSVAw. 
Proposition 2.2. With the boundary map asf, Sf = eizO Si f is a graded complex of 
R-modules. The multiplication m and the unit u of Sf are chain maps. 
Proof. The first assertion is easy to check, so we omit it. It is clear that u is a 
chain map. We shall prove that m : Sf 63 Sf+ Sf is a chain map. The composite 
map 
Sf @sfG5fk5f 
equals to the composite map 
sv@/jiwasvc3’ w 
(m@id)*(id@q,,@id) 
Lnm/\iwC3’w---+ 
(2.2) 
on SV 63 A i W @ SV 8 A W, where @ is the composite map 
Since A W is a YB-bialgebra, @ is the sum of the maps 
We denote by !& the composite map obtained by replacing @ by C& in (2.2) for 
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k = 1, 2. it is not so difficult to show that q1 and W, agree with the composite 
maps 
and 
acBid Sf c3SfB Sf 63 Sf I; Sf 
on SV @I A i V @I SV @ A W, respectively, using the facts 
in Horn, (AiW@SV. SV@VV/j_, w) , (2.3) 
mo(id,,@f)ocpA, = mo(f @id,,) 
in Horn,,, W 8 SV, SV) , (2.4) 
(f C3idA,,)ocpA, = (-l)‘cpA,“(idAiw@f) 
in Horn, (2.5) 
and so on (all of them are already proved in [4, 041 or proved similarly). Since 
6’0 m = PI + TP2;, m is a chain map, and we have completed the proof. 0 
It is easy to see that the natural inclusion map SV+ Sf is a homomorphism of 
R-algebras. In particular, Sf if a two-sided SV module. The action of SV is given 
by 
SV@Sf @SV= SV@SV@~ W@SV 
Corollary 2.3. With the structure above, the Koszul complex Sf is a complex of 
two-sided SV-module. 
Proof. Follows instantly from the proposition. 0 
3. YB-bialgebra structures 
Definition 3.1. Let (V, p) and (V, -y) be YB-pairs over R. We say that (V, j3, 7) is 
a YB-triple when it holds 
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(id vBv - y )(id,@, - P) = 0 y (3.1) 
Let (V, &, yv) and (W, &, 3/w) be YB-triples. We assume that there exists a 
Yang-Baxter operator PE on E = V @I W such that: 
(l)IfXandYareeitherVorW,then&mapsX@YtoY@X. 
(2) The restriction of PE on V 8 V (resp. W 8 W) agrees with - yv (resp. 
-P,). 
We denote the restriction of PE on W 8 V (resp. V 8 W) by pwv (resp. - y,,). 
It is easy to see that &” satisfies the identities at the beginning of Section 2. Let f 
be as in Section 2. Furthermore, we assume that the diagram obtained by 
replacing Pw, Pwv, and p, in (2.1) by yw, ywv and yv respectively, is com- 
mutative. 
The most important case is: (V, &, y,) is a YB-triple, (W, &, yw) = 
(V, &, yv), and f = id,. In this case, if we set pwv = & and yvw = yv, then it is 
easy to see that so obtained & is a YB-operator. 
As in Section 1, T(E, p,) is a YB-bialgebra. Hence, TE @ TE is also a 
YB-bialgebra. Restricting all structure maps of TE @ TE to TV @ TW, we obtain 
a YB-bialgebra 77’ @ TW, by condition (1). 
Lemma 3.2. The two-sided ideal J of TV 8 TW generated by Im(1 - &) + 
Ker( 1 - &) is a coideal of TV @ TW. Moreover, Sf = SV C% A W is a quotient 
YB-bialgebra of TV @J TW. 
Proof. Assume that a E Im(1 - &). Then we have A(a) = a 8 1 + 1 @a, since 
(1 - y”)( 1 - &) = 0. So it holds that 
A(a)EJ@(TV@TW)+(TV@TW)@J. 
Similarly, we have 
A(Ker(l-&,))CJ@(TV@TW)+(TV@TW)@J, 
and the first assertion holds. We denote the YB-operator of TV C!Q TW by q. 
Then, cp induces J@(TV@ TW)+(TV@ TW)@ J and (7V@ TW)@ J+ 
J @I (TV @ TW). Hence, with the map qsf induced by p, Sf is a YB-bialgebra, and 
we have completed the proof. 0 
Here we describe the coalgebra structure and the YB-structure of Sf given in 
the lemma. The counit E : Sf-, R is the projection map. The comultiplication is 
the composite map 
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where ‘ps ,.., is the map induced by the restriction of qoTE to TV @ TW (so it 
depends only on yVw). The YB-operator Sf @3 Sf+ Sf ‘29 Sf is the composite map 
where ‘psV is the YB-operator on SV induced by the YB-operator of T(V, -yv). 
Proposition 3.3. Let V, W and f be as above. Then the counit and the comultiplica- 
tion of Sf are chain maps. 
Proof. Since the counit map Sf + R is nothing but the projection Sf + S, f, it is a 
chain map. 
We shall show that the comultiplication A is a chain map. To verify this, it 
suffices to show that 
q : svc3/ji+i+l w-sfA5f-%f c3Sf 
agrees with 
for any i, i 2 0. Note that G2 is a sum of two maps, 
and 
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(-lyi@a 
~SV@/\iWBsV@/\jw. 
Since SV is a YB-bialgebra, the composite map 
agrees with the composite map 
SV@V A@1 -sv svc3v 
l@m+(m@l)~('@~~") 
>svc3sv. 
Using the facts 
(3.3) 
in Horn, (sv 8 w, sv) ) (3.4) 
‘psA ~(f@iid~,,)oA = (-l)i(id,,W@f)oA 
in Horn, (3.5) 
and so on, it is not so difficult to show that @r = ?PI + ?P2 = Oz. Hence, the 
comultiplication A of Sf is a chain map. 0 
The Yang-Baxter operator cpsf : Sf 8 Sf+ Sf C3 Sf is not a chain map in 
general. Let us consider the case (W, &, 7,) = (V, &, -+>, P,, = &, yvw = Ye, 
and f = id,. In this case, we can introduce a new Yang-Baxter operator $s(idv) on 
S(id,) which is a chain map. Consider the composite map 
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where p = &. It is easy to see that Cc, is a YB-operator on 7’V @ TV. Passing 
through the quotient, 4 induces a YB-operator r,ksCidVj on S(id,) = SV@ A V, 
since (V, pv) is a YB-pair. Since (V, &, -yv) is a TB-triple, S(id,) is a 
YB-bialgebra with the YB-operator I&~+). 
Proposition 3.4. The Yang-Baxter operator I&(~+) is a chain map 
Proof. The composite map 
S(id,) C3 S(id,) Js(ldv)@s(‘d”) > S(id,) (23 S(id,) 
‘+Wy) 
B S(id,) ‘23 S(id,) 
equals to the sum of the two maps 
and 
on SV C3 Ai V 63 SV C3 A, V for i, i 2 0. On the other hand, the composite map 
S(id,) 63 S(id,) a S(id,) @ S(id,)m S(id,) 63 S(id,) 
equals to the sum of the two maps 
0; : sv@~,v@sv@~jv-Lsv@~jv.Bsv@~iv 
(-l)‘l@J 
-SVc3/jjVI/SV@/\,-, v 
and 
on SV @ A i V @I SV @ A j V. It suffices to show that 0, = 0; and 0, = 0;. It holds 
that 
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equals to 
since the restriction of t,$idVj on S(id,) @ SV C S(id,) (23 S(id,) is induced by 
On the other hand, it holds that 
(sv@Aiv)@/ljv ( = SV@Ai_,V @AjV 
) 
twd”) 
A//jv@(SV@~i-~V) 
equals to (- 1)’ times 
(sv~~iv)@/\jv~/\jv~(sv@~iv) 
, 
since &(rdvj : SV C3 A I/+ A V C3 SV is induced by /? : TV C3 7’V+ TV Cl3 7’V, and 
*S(idV) : AV@AV+AV@AV is induced by (z~):7V@JW+7’VG3W. 
Hence, we have 0, = 0;. The identity 0, = 0; is proved similarly, and it 
completes the proof. 0 
4. Theorem and examples 
For a finite poset P and a nonnegative integer k, we denote the sets 
{(x, 3 . . . 3 Xk) 1 xi E P (15 Is i), x1 p. . . p-x,> ) 
and 
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by C,(P) and Mk(P), respectively. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a finite poset, V be a finite free R-module with a basis P, 
and /3 be a Yang-Baxter-operator on V. Assume that for any x, y E P with x$y, 
we can write p(x 63 y) = C c,,u @ u with u < x, and S(V, /3) is an ASL on P 
Moreover, we assume that 
/ji (P) fz’ {x, .. . xi 1 (x,, . . . ) Xi) E C,(P)} 
generates A,(V, B). Then: 
(1) The set Ak(P) is a free basis of A,(V, p). 
(2) The Koszul complex S(id,) is a free resolution of the left SV-module 
R = SVI(x = 0 1 x E P). H ence, TorS*“(R, R) has a YB-bialgebra structure iso- 
morphic to A(V, /3). 
Proof. First, we show (1). We fix a linearlization I of the order 5 of P. We 
define a lexicographic order on the basis 
{x, cs. . . c3 Xk ( xi E P} 
of V@‘k with 1. Namely, x1 63. . * C3 xk is smaller than y, @I * * * @ y, if and only if 3i 
vj’i< i’xj = yj and xi Iy,. By the assumption, the image of x1 “*xk E A\,(P) by 
the map A : A,(V, /3)+Vgk is 
Cz; (-l)“fi(a)(x, @Je*.C?Jx,) =x, @***Ox, + (lower terms). 
Hence, A\,(P) is linearly independent and (1) is proved. Note that A above is a 
split injection. 
Next, we show assertion (2). It suffices to prove that S,(id,) is exact for m > 0. 
We also introduce the lexicographic order into the basis 
S(m, k) zf {x, . . . x,,_~ By,. . . y, 1 (x1 . . + x,_~) E M,_,(P) , 
(Yl?. . . 3 Yk) E C,(P)> 
of S,,_,V@ A k V, using 1. We shall show that any k-cycle a = Ct,Es(m,kIc4b of 
S,(id,) is a b oundary. We may assume that 0 < k < m, since the multiplica- 
tion S,_,V @ V+ S,V is clearly surjective, and the comultiplication 
A,,, V+ V 8 A m_l V is injective by the above argument. Induction on the 
maximum basis b = x1 * . . x,,_~ C3 y, . . . y, such that cz # 0. If x,_~ 5 y,, then by 
the assumption, 
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a(a) = ci . x, . . . x,_~Y, @ y, + . * y, + (lower terms) # 0 
and it is a contradiction. Hence, it holds x,,_~ $y,. On the other hand, it holds 
~?(xi.. ‘x,_k_l @~,_~y, . . . yk) = b + (lower terms). 
Hence, a - cab@, . . -.K,,_~_, @‘~,_~y, . . . yk) is a k-boundary by induction as- 
sumption, and so is a. It completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let (V, /3) be a YB-pair with p2 = p. Then (V, p, id,@,, - p) is a 
YB-triple. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Example 4.3 (Trivial twisting). Let V and W be a finite free R-modules. We 
define p,,(a @ b) = b @ a for a E X and b E Y, and Ye,, = -pxy, where X and Y 
are either V or W. Then for any f : W -+ V, all the assumptions in Section 3 for 
them are satisfied, and Sf agrees with the one defined in [l, Definition V. 1 .l]. 
Example 4.4 (Stanley-Reisner operator). Let P be a finite poset, and V be a free 
module with a basis P. We define p : V @ V+ V C3 V by 
for x, y E P. Then a quick calculation will show that (V, /3) is a YB-pair, and 
p2 = p. Furthermore, A k(P) generates A ,(V, p), since xy = 0 in A 2(V, p) for 
x 5 y. The symmetric algebra S(V, /3) is the Stanley-Reisner algebra R[x E P] / 
(~Y=OIXPY,YP-% h’h w K is clearly an ASL on P. Hence, the Koszul complex 
S(id,) is a minimal free resolution of R, and has a YB-bialgebra complex 
structure. 
Example 4.5. Let L = (L, A, v) be a finite distributive lattice, and a : L X L + R 
be a map satisfying the conditions 
(1) u(x, y) = 1 for x, y E L with x 5 y, 
(2) 0(x, Y)@ A Y> z)a(x v Y> (x A Y) v z) 
= a( y, z)u(x, y v z)u(x A ( y v z), y A z) for x, y, z E L 
Let V be a free module with a basis L. We define p : V 63 V+ V @ V by 
P(CZ @ y) = u(x, y) . (x v y) @I (x A y). It is easy to see that (V, /3) is a YB-pair with 
p’ = p. The set A k(L) generates A k V by the same reason as in Example 4.4. 
Moreover, the reduction system {(x 8 y, p(x @ y)) 1 x $y} defines S(V, p), and 
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the resulted relations satisfy (ASL2) conditions and are homogeneous. Any 
ambiguity is of the form ((xy, p(~y)), (yz, p( yz)), x, y, z) with x$y$z, and it 
is resolvable since p,&/?r = &pr& and p(x @ y) = x @ y for x 5 y. Hence, 
S(V, p) satisfies the condition (ASLl) (see Section 1). Thus, S(id,) is a resolution 
of R with a YB-bialgebra complex structure. 
Remark 4.6. The symmetric algebra A = S(V, /3) in Example 4.5 is a commuta- 
tive ASL when it holds a(x, y) = a( y, x) for X, y E P, and enjoys good properties. 
If R is Cohen-Macaulay, then so is A, since L is a wonderful poset (see [3]). If R 
is a field, and a(x, y) # 0 for X, y E L, then after successive transformations 
x+ LYX (a E R\(O)), we may assume that a(x, y) = 1 for any x, y E L. Then, A is 
nothing but gR[ L] = R[x E L] l(xy - x v y .x A y), defined in [5]. Hence, A 
satisfies the assumption of [lo, Theorem 3.41 when R is a normal domain and 
a(x, y) # 0 for any X, y, and A is also a normal domain in this case. 
Example 4.7 (Jimbo’s A?),-solution). Let P be a totally ordered set of cardinality 
nil, ~ERI, and V be a free R-module with a basis P. We define 
p : V@V+V@V by 
(x = Y) > 
(x > Y) > 
q’y@X+(l-q*).x@y (x<y), 
for x, y E P. Then, (V, p, -qp2p) is a YB-triple, and the Koszul complex is exact 
(see [4] and references therein). 
Remark 4.8. Let P be a finite poset and A be a homogeneous ASL on P over R. 
Then Tor”(R, R) is a finite free R-module for any i ~0, and the rank of 
Torf(R, R) agrees with #C,(P). Moreover, the Torf(R, R) is concentrated in 
degree i. Let us sketch the proof. Let S be a reduction system introduced in 
Section 1 (which defines A, since A is graded). Apply Kobayashi’s construction of 
resolution [6, $31 to the module R = A/(x = 0 ( x E P). All the assertions follow 
instantly. These results are homological realization of the combinatorial result 
c (-l)‘#C,(P)#M,(P) = 0 (k > 0) 
i+j=k 
which is also realized ‘representation theoretically’ in Examples 4.4 and 4.5. 
Remark 4.9. Assume that R is a field and the assumption of Theorem 4.1 is 
satisfied. Since A = S(V, p) is an ASL, it is clear that A is a PBW algebra in the 
sense of [ll], so A is a Koszul algebra. So the Koszul complex K.(A) A, R) is a 
resolution of R. We shall show that S(id,) is isomorphic to K.(A, A, R) as an 
A-complex. Note that K.(A, A, R) is isomorphic to A@(A(V*, p*))*, where 
(-)* is the graded dual. The boundary map is given by 
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AcQ(IJ(V*. p*,)*= A@(V*)*@(/J(V*, ,*I)* 
= A@V@( /j(V*, p*))*= A$(V*, p*))*. 
So it suffices to show that A (V, /3) is isomorphic to (A (V*, p*))* as a 
coalgebra. To verify this, we define a pairing ev, : Ai(V, /3)C3 A;(V*, p*)+ R 
by the commutativity of the diagram 
/j,V@ T,V** T,V@ T,V* 
J lC3?7I 4 Ev, 
/jJW/\;V*~R 
where Evi : T,V @ TjV* is a pairing given by Ev,(ul C3. . .ui @‘xl @xxi) = xl(u,) 
. . + xi(ui) for uI, . . . , u, E V and x,, , x, E V*. Since Ev,(Im(l - p,), Ker(1 - 
pr)) = 0, the pairing ev, is certainly induced. Since the comultiplication 
A : Ai V+ T,V is injective by the proof of the theorem, ev, is nondegenerate. 
Hence, we have a bijective map A I/+ (A (V, p*))* derived from ev,‘s. It is a 
homomorphism of coalgebras by definition of evi. 
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